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Abstract:  This paper is intended as a “nuts-and-bolts” approach to torsional analysis. Basic methods are detailed
including  how to  calculate  the  stiffness  and  inertia  of  machine  parts.  Simple  2-mass  and  3-mass  systems are
illustrated as well as complex systems that must be computer modeled. Forced response of torsional systems is
investigated and several case studies are presented. Torsional analysis problems can become extremely complicated
and theoretical modeling often must be tempered with actual field measurements. This way system modifications
can be made with greater  certainty of  success.  Correlation to a  mathematical  model  and solutions to  torsional
problems are presented. Several case histories are detailed and references to other torsional analysis material is
provided.
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Introduction: While a minimum of two inertias connected by a spring (e.g. a motor driving a fan through a flexible
coupling) are required, torsional analysis of rotating equipment is less complicated than lateral analysis. Torsionally
it is easier to simplify the mechanical parts of a machine train into stiffnesses and inertias. Bearings and damping
have little  effect  on the calculations.  For simple systems,  closed form equations often suffice to yield accurate
torsional resonant frequency values. It can be difficult to obtain accurate inertia values of complex geometries like
centrifugal  impellers  but  these  can  also  be  measured  experimentally.  The torsional  stiffness  values  of  flexible
couplings are available from the manufacturers. Elastomeric couplings are sometimes applied and introduce non-
linear elements into the analysis. Gears may have backlash that can introduce additional non-linear effects.

Many different mechanisms can excite torsional resonances in rotating equipment trains. Some examples of prime
movers that produce torque pulsations are synchronous motors, variable frequency drives and reciprocating engines.
Speed changing gears also can produce torque pulsations. The driven equipment may also be a torsional exciter as
with positive displacement pumps and compressors or blade-pass frequencies in centrifugal equipment. This paper
uses English units and includes a unit conversion chart.

Basic  Torsional  Information: In  order  to  begin  torsional  modeling of  a  rotating  equipment  train,  the  system
geometry must be known. It  is possible to do a lumped parameter analysis where the total inertia of the main
components are connected by single-value stiffness springs. However, this approach is often inaccurate as it relies
on the calculations of others and should only be done as a last resort. It is much better if the analyst has access to the
complete system geometry and simplifies judiciously. Improper modeling is very difficult to detect without access to
raw data and the assumptions of the analyst.

The most basic data required for the analysis is the polar moment of inertia, J. Figure 1 shows a simple circular disk
that would be mounted to a shaft.
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Figure 1 - Geometry of Simple Uniform Circular Disk

                    Eq. 1

If the weight of the part is known the polar inertia is:

                                             Eq. 2

If the disk is not a solid object, but rather something like an impeller, calculating the polar moment of inertia

can be difficult.  There are a number of ways to determine the correct values.  Sometimes the manufacturer will

provide the data.  A previous lateral or torsional analysis may be available, or it can be determined

experimentally.  A good estimate for the density, D in Eq. 1, for closed centrifugal impellers is 21 to 25 percent

of the actual material density.  For open impellers, the estimated density can range from 15 to 25 percent

depending on the construction and complexity of the vanes.  It helps to accumulate a file of known impeller

properties.  If an impeller is available to be measured, there are CAD programs that will calculate the inertia.

For reciprocating parts, the polar inertia is one-half the reciprocating mass times the radial throw squared. 

Often the total polar inertia of a rotor is available from the manufacturer.  If this value is not available and if

a complete rotor is available, the total rotor inertia can be determined using a method developed by Michael

Calistrat.  This method involves mounting the rotor in rollers like a balance machine.  Then a thin wire (radius

r) is wrapped around the rotor (radius R) several times.  On the free end of the wire, just enough weight is

added to start the rotor turning in the rollers.  This weight is the amount required to overcome friction.  Then

Test f additional weight (W ) is added and released.  The time, t, for the weight to drop a measured distance, D  (2

feet is a good one to use) is then measured.  This should be repeated several times to assure repeatability.  The

times are then averaged and Eq. 3 is used to calculate the total inertia of the rotor.  This method takes a little

practice and it is recommended that some expertise be developed on a rotor with a known inertia or a bare shaft

for which the inertia can be calculated exactly.  Once the total rotor inertia is determined, the inertia of impellers

or other attachments like motor windings can be calculated by subtracting those parts whose inertia can be

calculated.
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Figure 3 - Torsional Stiffness

      

Eq. 3

There is also an experimental way to determine the polar inertia of components like impellers and other

irregular parts.  This method involves hanging a platform from the ceiling with three thin wires at a precise

radius R  from the exact center of the platform as

shown in figure 2.  The weight of the table and

the test piece weight must be known.  Their

Tcombined weight is W .  It is easy to calibrate

this test with a disk of known inertia.

The wires should be as long as possible to

minimize error.  The table is usually made of

sheet metal capable of supporting the parts to be

measured.  The inertia of the table by itself can

be determined from Eq. 1.  A part is very

carefully centered on the table and given an

initial angular displacement, 2, less than 5

degrees.  Once released the assembly will

oscillate and the frequency, f in cycles-per-

second, of the oscillation is measured over 10 or

more cycles.  Using Eq. 4 the total inertia of the

table plus the  test piece is determined.

       Eq. 4 

TableThen the inertia of the table (J ) is subtracted to attain the inertia of the test piece.  The English units of polar

inertia resulting from this test will be LB-IN-SEC .2

The other primary information required for torsional analysis is the stiffness of the connections between inertias.

If these sections are circular shafting as shown in figure 3, then Eq. 5 will provide the required values.

PIn this equation M is the twist angle in radians that results from an applied torque, T .  I  is the area polar

moment if inertia [B(Do - Di )/32] and G  is the shear modulus of the material.  G  is approximately 11.6 X 104 4 6

PSI for steel.

                          Eq. 5

Figure 2
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Figure 4 - Shaft Penetration Effect

In order to determine the torsional stiffness for non-circular or complicated geometries, such as a crankshaft,

one of the references should be consulted. Mounted components, particularly those with an interference fit, alter

the effective torsional stiffness of that section.  This is often seen with mounted coupling hubs as illustrated in

figure 4.  This shows a shrink length, L, and it is assumed, based on testing, that one-third of the shaft

penetration under the hub is free to turn and two-thirds is not. This technique is for typical mechanical mounting

practices in the rotating equipment industry.  There are more precise methods of determining the exact

penetration effect (available in reference 1), but they are rarely necessary in this author’s opinion.  For keyed

parts with little interference the penetration effect is approximately one-half of the total length.  The softest

torsional members in a rotating equipment train are usually the flexible couplings.  The torsional stiffness values

supplied by the coupling manufacturers almost always include the a penetration effect.

It must be noted that penetration effects also exist where shaft diameter changes take place in the torque path.

As torque “flows” from one diameter section to the next, there is a slight decrease in effective diameter at the

change in diameters because the torque does not radiate to the corners of the larger diameter.  Several of the

references have detailed information on how to incorporate this effect into the calculations.  The authors usually

does not consider this effect unless the diameter change is greater than 2 to 1 as the frequency calculation results

are altered by less than one percent. 

Modeling of Equipment Trains: Once each rotor in a train has been defined, a calculation method is selected.

The easiest method is the lumped inertia and spring method as illustrated in figure 5.

Figure 5 - Lumped Stiffness and Inertia Modeling
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Determining the stiffnesses between inertias is a process of summing the stiffnesses of each shaft section.  In

1 2figure 5 the shafting between J  and J  consists of three segments.  The stiffness, or K  value, of each segment

is determined by Eq. 5 and this process is repeated for each spring in the train.  In segments with a flexible

coupling the total stiffness will be less than the stiffness of the coupling alone.  Since the shaft diameters near

couplings are the smallest in the machine, their torsional stiffness is fairly low and must be included to avoid

large errors.  The technique for adding shaft stiffness values is illustrated in figure 6.  The equivalent stiffness,

EK , is an inverse sum of the individual stiffnesses as shown in Eq. 6.  This procedure works for any number of

segments.

Eq. 6

Simple 2-Mass Example: An example of the most basic torsional system is figure 7.  The dimensions are given

1 2in inches.  For this case, the inertia of the shaft segments between the large inertias J  and J  are ignored.  Using

1 2Eq. 1, the inertia of J  is 27,654 LB-IN and J  is 40,008 LB-IN .  The total inertia of the connecting segments2 2

1 2is two orders of magnitude below J or J  so ignoring these inertias is a valid assumption.  Assuming steel as

1 2 3the material, the stiffness of segment K  is 24.3 X 10  IN-LB/RAD, K  is 7.21 X 10  IN-LB/RAD, and K  is6 6

E71.2 X 10  IN-LB/RAD.  Added up using Eq. 5, K , the net equivalent stiffness is 5.16 X 10  IN-LB/RAD.6 6

NCalculating Torsional Frequencies: There are always J -1 important torsional resonances.  A 2-mass system

only has one torsional resonance.  A 3-mass system has two torsional resonances and so forth.  Since we now

know how to calculate the necessary inertia and stiffness values, the actual torsional resonance frequencies can

be calculated.  For the simple 2-mass system the equation, Eq. 7, is not complex.
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         Eq. 7

              Figure 8 - Simple 2-Mass System

In order to use Eq. 7, the English stiffness units are IN-LB/RAD and the inertia units are LB-IN-SEC .2

Previously, calculations for the example in figure 7, using Eq. 1, resulted in inertia values with the units of LB-

IN .  To convert these to LB-IN-SEC , just divide by 386.088, the appropriate gravitational constant.  Thus,2 2

the torsional natural frequency of our example system is:

Unfortunately, the simplicity ends with the 2-mass system.  For three masses and two springs, the solution

becomes a fourth-order, difficult to solve manually, equation:

Geared Systems: Many rotating equipment trains include speed reducing or speed increasing gear sets.  In

order to calculate the torsional resonance frequencies of a geared train, the stiffnesses and inertias at one of the

train speeds must be converted or reflected to the other train speed by the speed ratio squared.  Figure 9 shows

1 1 2 2 3 4a typical geared system.  N  is the speed at J  and J  while N  is the rotor speed at J  and J .

Figure 9 - Typical Geared Torsional System
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It does not matter which speed is used as the reference speed.  Conceptually, turning the pinion side of a speed

reducer gives one a mechanical advantage and the effective low speed side stiffness and inertia seem to be

reduced.  When turning the low-speed bull gear, it is much more difficult to accelerate the rotor on the high

speed side so the apparent stiffness and inertia seem to be greater.  Figure 10 illustrates this process.

Figure 10 - Reducing Geared System to Equivalent System

For systems with multiple gear sets, this process cascades through the train with a speed ratio squared factor

applied sequentially for each gear pair.  Torque is altered by the speed ratio directly, not speed squared.

Torsional Mode Shapes: For every torsional resonance frequency (called eigenvalues) in a machine train there

is an associated torsional resonance mode shape (called eigenvectors).  Torsional mode shapes are different than

lateral mode shapes and require a different perspective.  Torsional mode shapes are presented as non-

dimensional relative twist amplitude with a maximum of +1 and a minimum of -1.  Actual twist amplitudes and

shaft stresses can only be calculated from a forced response analysis with a defined forcing function.  For the

1simple 2-mass system, the resonant torsional twist amplitude at the inertia, J , will be greater by the ratio of

2 1J /J  with a single node point between the masses.  Figure 11 is the calculated animated mode shape for the

example from the figure 7 example.

Figure 11- Animated Mode Shape for Simple 2-M ass Example
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An animated mode shape shows several cycles of the relative twist amplitude across the equipment train

superimposed over the physical outline of the train.  In this case the maximum twist amplitude is on the left-land

side with the smaller inertia.  The smallest inertia has less resistance to oscillatory forces and is more easily

rotationally displaced.  There is a node point near the center of the weakest connecting link between the two

inertias.  The slope of the mode shape line indicates the degree of twist in the corresponding segment.  The

shear stresses are greatest in the shaft section with the greatest mode shape slope.  Here the shear stress at the

torsional resonance will be a maximum in the middle tube section.  The sections next to the center tube have

a slight slope with less twist.  The sections on the end have no slope to the mode shape line.  This means that

these sections are acting like rigid bodies or pure lumped inertias.  When attempting to measure the torsional

resonance, strain gages would produce the maximum output when placed on the most highly stressed part.

However, many of the other test methods that measure torsional amplitude will be most responsive at the places

where the twist amplitude is a maximum.  The testing methods are covered below.

Interference Diagrams: There are often multiple torsional resonances and multiple torsional excitation

sources.  In order to evaluate these potential interferences, a special interference diagram  has been developed

to show the whole picture at once.  Often mislabeled as other types of charts, the interference diagram may be

shown in linear format or logarithmic format.  The logarithmic format has several advantages including

increased clarity and is often more easily understood.  Figure 12 is a typical interference diagram with all system

frequencies on the horizontal axis and all torsional resonances on the vertical axis.  While 2X line frequency

is shown here as a potential excitation mechanism, this analyst has never seen a documented case of line

frequencies causing significant torsional excitation.

Figure 12 - Typical Torsional Interference Diagram
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Forced Response of Torsional Vibration: Forced response analysis has two subcategories: steady state

excitation and transient excitation.  Steady state forced response usually means constant speed with one or more

components in the system producing constant torque pulsations.  Transient torsional excitation is produced by

changing conditions like speed or load or electrical interruption.  Basically, to analyze the transient torsional

response of a train, the forces as a function of speed or time must be defined.  While it is usually a design goal

to avoid torsional resonances, there are systems where torsional resonances will be encountered during normal

operation.  In these cases a torsional analysis is performed that will predict the probable shaft stress levels.

Then the designer can allow for these stresses when selecting shaft sizes and materials.  Some of the most

common torsional excitation mechanisms:

1.  Synchronous motors   This is a transient condition encountered only during startup.  All

synchronous motors produce torque pulsations between start and synchronous speed.  These pulsations start

at twice line frequency (120 Hz or 100 Hz) and decay to zero Hz when the motor synchronizes.  Thus, all

torsional resonances between 0 and 7,200 CPM will be excited every time the motor is energized.  These torque

pulsations can be several times the rated full-load torque of the motor and have been known to cause spectacular

machinery failures.  The only real source of information about the nature of motor torques is the motor

manufacturer. Fortunately, the number of high stress cycles is limited during each start and it is usually possible

to design the system components to be strong enough to withstand a reasonable number of start events.  An

example of a synchronous motor train analysis is detailed below.

2.  Reciprocating engines, compressors and pumps   This type of machine, whether a driver or a driven

produces unsteady torque flow in the system.  In an internal combustion engine each time a cylinder “fires” a

pressure pulse pushes down on the piston which turns the crankshaft.  Reference 1 devotes significant space to

the complexities of this type of driver.  For the torsional analyst to model a system with a reciprocating

machinery component, besides the internal geometry, the magnitude of the pulsations must be defined as well

as the firing sequence in a multi-cylinder device and the phasing between pulsations.  Getting a complete set

of pulsation data information for a machine is not easy as many manufacturers think it is “proprietary”.

3.  Variable frequency drives   In the early days of VFD motors a fairly crude 6-step synthesized power

waveform was fed to the motor as a stepped square wave.  This produced numerous torque harmonics and

caused high vibrations and shaft failures.  More modern VFD drive technology like pulse-width modulation has

reduced this problem.  Usually the drive manufacturer will supply the analyst with a list of torque harmonics

with amplitude and phase information.

4.  Gears   Gear sets change the train speed (except for 1:1 gear ratios) and rotation direction.  Gears

also take pure rotary torque and produce a lateral and a tangential torque component.  The lateral component

creates high steady radial loads on the bearings supporting the gears.  Any alternating torques will induce

alternating radial load and measurable lateral vibration.  Thus, the only place in most machine trains that

torsional vibration will manifest itself is on the gears.  Gears themselves can cause unsteady torque transmission

due to accuracy errors in the gear manufacturing process.  Some of the conditions that can cause gears to act

as a torsional exciter are pitch-line runout, tooth-spacing errors, excessive backlash, low quality gears, and worn

gears.  The backlash phenomena adds a non-linear element to the analysis that is rarely included.  Typically the

excitation frequencies associated with gears are at running speed and twice running speed.  Higher harmonics

are possible but rarely encountered.  The user’s best defense against having gear torsional problems is to buy

the highest quality gears.  Gears bought in accordance with the current API 613 specifications typically produce

torque pulsations less than one percent of the load torque.  Gear mesh frequencies sometimes can act as a

torsional excitation mechanism but this is rare.  Gears also add an additional torsional stiffness spring that is

usually ignored.  However in some instances it can be very important.  One general equation for the stiffness

of spur gears is given in Eq. 8.

        Eq. 8
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5.  Sudden load changes   Every time an electric motor is energized, a torque shock is generated that

will “ring” the torsional resonances of any machine train.  Fortunately the duration of the resulting oscillations

is short and does not normally cause any harm.  On complex systems, very high stress levels have been

measured and caused the use of a “soft-start” system that applied initial torque gradually.  Sudden load removal

is also a torque pulse and occurs every time a motor is turned off or a turbine trips.  These events do not

generally cause excessive torsional oscillations.  One of the worst type of situations is a total load shed on a

large multi-megawatt turbine generator train similar to figure 13.  This train is nearly 100 feet long and the

rotating mass is over 235 tons.  Since this train is so long and has so many torsional modes the transient stresses

can be enough to damage or break a shaft or the long low pressure turbine blades.

Figure 13 - 800 MW Steam Turbine Generator Train

6.  Electrical system interaction   This is a complex subject since it involves coupling the mechanical

system to the electrical grid.  This is very important in large turbine-generator sets and is discussed in reference

2.  Normally a mechanical equivalent system to the electrical grid is constructed with analogs for stiffness,

damping and inertia.  Electrical faults such as short circuits can induce extreme torsional excitations.  Bad

contactors and switches have also been known to excite torsional resonances.  There is also speculation that line

frequency and twice line frequency can act as a torsional exciter.  However this author has never seen this nor

been able to find a single documented case of line frequency interaction not associated with a mechanical or

electrical fault.

7.  Lobe-Pass, blade-pass, and vane-pass frequencies  Torque pulses can be generated each time a

blade in an impeller passes a stationary object or there is non-uniform flow or off-design operation.  The worst

case would be a surge that generates very large impulse forces.  In positive displacement machines like screw

compressors, 2 to 3 percent of the load torque can be produced at the lobe-pass frequency.

8.  Couplings   Universal joints or “Hooke’s joint” couplings produce significant torsional pulses at

twice rotational speed that increase in amplitude as the offset between the shafts increase.  Sometimes a

torsional resonance can be tamed by simply reducing this offset.  Other coupling types can also produce 2X

torque oscillations when there is misalignment between shafts, but these are generally low in amplitude.

Torsional Damping: It is well known that torsional damping is very small in most rotating equipment trains.

There are two types of torsional damping.  Discrete damping occurs at individual points and is extremely

difficult to quantify.  Modal damping is a system property and has different values for each torsional resonance.

Some examples of discrete damping are the attached electrical system, fluid film bearings (mostly in gear sets),

frictional slippage  and so-called “damper” couplings.  Damper couplings have an elastomer as part of the

torque path.  In reality, it is not the damping that allows these devices to attenuate torsional vibration, it is the

non-linear nature of the elastomer spring rate and damping rate.  These are also frequency dependent.  As

torsional oscillation amplitude increases, the elastomer torsional stiffness increases.  This changes the torsional

resonance, lowering the amplitude.  Essentially the elastomeric coupling makes the torsional resonance a

moving target.  Gear type and grid type couplings also add small amounts of torsional damping.  The down side

is that, in acting as a damping mechanism, wear occurs and these parts will need regular lubrication and

maintenance. There are also some viscous or fluid coupling devices that add discrete damping and also are very

soft torsionally.  Damping dissipates resonant energy into heat.  If a “damper” of any kind is used to purely

attenuate torsional amplitude at a constant speed, there must be provisions for removing the heat generated.

Modal damping is the technique most often when analyzing torsional forced response of rotating equipment

trains.  It is a percentage of critical damping for each torsional mode.  The actual modal damping is very

difficult to measure and is assumed to be 1 to 3 percent in most cases, however it can be as low as 0.2 percent

or as high as 7 percent depending on the system.  This is often a judgement call by the analyst.  Some of the

sources of modal damping are material hysteresis and working fluid interaction.
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Shaft Stress and Fatigue: The torsional stress, PSI, in a solid circular shaft is 16T/BD  where D  is the outside3

diameter in inches and T is the torque in inch-pounds.  Depending on the material and the service and

environmental factors, machinery designers select shaft sizes based on an assumed endurance limit.  The

endurance limit is that stress level at which (theoretically) an infinite number of cycles is possible without

failure.  In reality there are too many variables to set an exact endurance limit.  For this reason, guidelines are

often given for particular situations.  Stress concentration factors must also be included when setting the

acceptable stress value for any system.  In the aircraft industry where weight is a major consideration, the

acceptable stress limit often exceeds 20,000 PSI for shafting.  In the petrochemical industry it is fairly rare to

find torsional stresses exceeding 15,000 PSI and in severe duty or if corrosion is a factor, the stress is limited

to less than 10,000 PSI.  All fatigue cycles are cumulative and build up over the life of the component.  Low

cycle fatigue occurs when the stress is high enough to cause plastic deformation.  High cycle fatigue involves

the accumulation of elastic deformations.  Figure 14 is an actual S-N  plot for a typical shafting material.  Here

the plot is for bending stress. In practice the net shaft stresses are the vector sum of torsional and lateral bending

stresses.

Figure 14 - Typical Fatigue-Stress Cycle Plot for Steel

When shafting fails due to fatigue from oscillatory torsional stresses there is a characteristic 45 degree break.

This is the weakest plane in torque shear.  Quite often the fatigue failure starts in a keyway, sharp corner, or

other stress riser point.  Good machine design practices try to minimize stress risers and lower stress

concentration factors.  The forced response analysis attempts to predict the torsional stresses throughout the

train during transient events like a synchronous motor start or at a steady speed.  Many of the cited references

cover this topic in detail.

Example Analyses: Four examples are presented.  All are based on actual industrial installations where unusual

vibrations or failures were not solved by the typical route of balancing, alignment and operational adjustment.

In many cases the problems lingered for many years before the torsional analysis revealed the underlying cause

of the problems.  The simplest type of torsional system is a driver and a driven like a turbine driving a fan or

a motor driving a pump through a flexible coupling.  The severity of any torsional problem is determined by

the effect a torsional resonance is having on operational availability and maintenance.
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The simple 2-mass system illustrated in example 1 is an induction motor driving a centrifugal pump as indicated

in figure 15.  This is a typical API type process pump in light hydrocarbon service.  The operating speed is

1,775 RPM and impeller has 3 vanes.  Pressure pulsations from the impeller occur at 3X or  5,325 CPM.

Figure 15 - Example 1 - Simple 2-M ass Torsional Motor-Pump Train

High vibrations on this train were detected at vane-pass frequency.  Modifications to the pump including the

“A” and “B” gaps and piping had little effect on reducing the 3X vibrations.  A torsional analysis indicated that

the first torsional resonance was 5,300 CPM.  It was not possible to increase or decrease the coupling torsional

stiffness enough to move the torsional resonance more than 100 CPM.  The solution was to purchase a new

impeller with 4 vanes moving the pressure pulsations well above the torsional resonance.  The modified train

ran smoothly after the impeller change and the seal and bearing failures were significantly reduced.

A basic geared system is illustrated by the turbine driven induced-draft fan train shown in figure 16.  This train

exhibited severe gear wear causing the gears to be replaced every 14 to 18 months.  Many “fixes” were

implemented including precision component balancing and hot alignment.  These efforts did not decrease the

failure rate.  Finally, based on the gear manufacturer’s recommendation, a torsional analysis was conducted after

it was found that the original design effort had ignored this aspect.

Figure 16 - Example 2 - Turbine Driven Induced Draft Fan Train
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The gear ratio for this train was a 5.97:1 speed decrease.  The torsional analysis revealed an unusual problem.

The first torsional resonance was found to be coincident with the fan speed (750 to 770 RPM) and the second

torsional resonance was found to be at the turbine speed of 4,480 to 4,600 RPM.  The couplings were examined

for possible modification and it was determined that stiffening the couplings would have no significant influence

on the torsional resonances.  Instead, the torsional stiffness of each coupling was reduced to give the necessary

separation margin.  Table 1 is a summary of the findings.

Coupling Stiffness

IN-LB/RAD

1  Torsional Resonancest

(CPM )

Separation M argin (%)

2  Torsional Resonancend

(CPM )

Separation M argin (%)

Original

L.S. 75.2 X 106

H.S. 16.6 X 106

760 CPM

(None)

4,540 CPM

(None)

Modified

L.S. 33.1 X 106

H.S. 5.02 X 106

647 CPM

(12.6%)

3,872 CPM

(12.4%)

Table 1 - Summary for Example 2 - Turbine-Gear-Fan Torsional Resonances

Once both couplings were replaced the system vibration dropped from near 0.5 IPS to less than 0.1 IPS and

there has been no significant gear deterioration for over five years.

One of the most severe examples of transient torsional excitation occurs during the start of a synchronous motor.

Example 3 (figure 17) consists of a 6-pole 5,500 HP synchronous motor driving an air compressor through a

gear speed increaser.  In this case torsional problems were eliminated in the design stage.

Figure 17 - Example 3 - Synchronous Motor-Gear-Compressor Train

Every synchronous motor generates alternating torque impulses during a startup.  These pulse begin at twice

line frequency (7,200 CPM in the US) and decline inversely with speed to zero when synchronous speed is

attained.  This means that every torsional resonance between 0 and 7,200 CPM will be excited during each

startup.  These torque pulsations are not trivial and have been the cause of many machinery failures.  Thus, any

machine train with a synchronous motor must be evaluated with a transient torsional analysis.  A transient

analysis consists of creating a spring-mass model and defining all the torque producers and absorbers.  The

torque information is generally available only from the motor vendor who must communicate with the

manufacturer of the other machinery and produce a set of torque curves similar to figure 18.  A forced response

procedure is applied to the model simulating the startup.  At time zero, the driving, oscillatory, and load torques

are applied simultaneously.  This causes the train to accelerate in speed.  Then, at very small time steps, a new

speed is calculated along with the torsional oscillation amplitude.  Ultimately, the alternating torque amplitudes

are converted to the shear stresses in the shafts.  One important calculation coming from this analysis is the time

to reach full speed as seen in figure 19.  Anything over 20 seconds could be damaging to the motor.  After

synchronization, the motor torque is balanced by the load torque and there are no more alternating torque

pulsations from the motor.  Very low frequency oscillations often seen immediately after synchronization are

due to interaction of the mechanical system with the electrical grid.
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Figure 18 - Speed vs. Torque Curves for 5,500 HP Synchronous Motor

Figure 19 - Startup Time Calculation for Synchronous Motor-Gear-Compressor Train

Ripples in the time-speed curve of figure 19 are actual speed fluctuations due to the torsional resonances.  The

first resonance encountered 11.8 seconds into the startup is the second torsional resonance at 3,260 CPM.  The

first torsional resonance, at 1,275 CPM, is encountered at 14.5 seconds into the startup.  Figure 20 is the

animated mode shape of the first torsional resonance.  All of the twist amplitude is between the motor and the

bull gear.  This is where the maximum shear stresses will occur.  For this reason the coupling flanges on both

the motor and the bull gear were made integral with the shafts.  This avoids any stresses associated with shrunk-

on hubs or keyways.  Figure 21 shows the second animated torsional mode shape.  Here there is twist across

both couplings.  In both these figures, for visual enhancement, the relative twist amplitude is referenced to the

compressor speed.  The low speed twist amplitudes are actually reduced by the gear ratio value.  Figure 22 is

a plot of the alternating shaft shear stresses in the motor during a portion of the startup.  Figure 23 shows the

maximum high speed shaft shear stresses same time period.
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Figure 20 - First Torsional Resonance Mode Shape for Example 3 - 1,275 CPM

Figure 21 - Second Torsional Resonance Mode Shape for Example 3 - 3,260 CPM

Figure 22 - Maximum Low Speed Shaft Stresses During Example 3 Startup
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Due to the presence of driving torque, figure 22 shows the shear stresses offset below zero by the amount of

the steady torque.  The second torsional resonance reaches a maximum of 1,400 PSI, peak at about 11.8

seconds.  The first torsional resonance with 10,000 PSI, peak is much more severe around 14.5 seconds.

Figure 23 - Maximum High Speed Shaft Stresses During Example 3 Startup

  Figure 23 is similar but with the second torsional resonance producing 4,500 PSI, peak shear stress and the

first torsional resonance only 1,800 PSI, peak shear stress.  This is because there is little relative twist in the

high speed shafting during passage through the first torsional resonance.  These plots clearly show the

decreasing frequency of the torque pulsations.

It is possible to use these plots to determine the number of shear stress cycles that will accumulate and

potentially fatigue the shaft as indicated in figure 14.  There are a number of techniques for doing this which

are beyond the scope of this paper but are detailed in several of the references.  The ultimate goal is infinite life

but it is not unusual to settle for a finite life as long as it is economically feasible.  Example 3 is a case where

good design practices resulted in a machine train with an estimated 2,000 startups before a failure would occur.

This train  (as documented in reference 6) ran extremely smoothly for 15 years before being retired for a larger

capacity unit.  It is a credit to the designers that there were no problems throughout the life of the train even

though the first torsional resonance at 1,275 CPM was less than 7 percent away from the 1,200 RPM operating

speed.

The fourth example involves an engine driven triplex positive displacement pump.  This train is mounted on

a truck and is used in the oil production industry to force large amounts of nitrogen into the earth to drive out

crude oil.  One pump can empty a large tank of liquid nitrogen in about 10 minutes.  Figure 24 is a photograph

of the truck and tank and the triplex pump.  These units are in relatively severe duty and had a history of

vibration and component failures.  Extensive testing, covered below, revealed a torsional resonance associated

with twice pump speed and three times pump speed.  The 2X forcing function is generated by the universal joint

driveshafts and the pump delivers 3X torque pulsations.  Figure 25 is the computer model created to analyze

this train.  This model was simplified due to lack of specific engine, transmission, and transfer case details.  The

pump operating speed range is 500 to 850 RPM.  The “normal” speed is 680 RPM but there are few limitations

imposed on actual operation.  The torsional analysis and testing revealed a train torsional resonance at 1,640

CPM.  This resonance will be excited by the 2X at 820 RPM and by the 3X at 547 RPM.   Strong reactions

from both 2X and 3X excitations were found at up to 2 degrees peak oscillation.
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Figure 24 - Truck Mounted Triplex Pump

Figure 25 - Computer Model of Engine Driven Triplex Pump

Figure 26 - Torsional Resonance Mode Shape for Example 4

The mode shape, figure 26, indicates the engine and pump are acting as rigid inertias.  There were severe

restrictions on the type of “fix” that could be applied to this system.  First, everything had to fit in the current

space.  The truck could not be made longer.  Stiffening the driveshafts was not possible since making them

infinitely rigid would not help.  Softening the driveshafts would have compromised their torque carrying

capability.  Most of the flexibility was in the transmission and transfer cases which could not be modified.

Likewise the pump itself was not a candidate for internal change.  Since the pump is acting as a rigid lumped

inertia with high twist amplitude, adding inertia would lower the resonance.  The adaptor between the driveshaft

and the pump was increased to as large a diameter as would fit.  This added about 30,000 LB-IN  to the pump2
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inertia.  Figure 27 shows the modified train.

Figure 27 - Triplex Pump Train with Added Inertia

The modified system has a torsional resonance frequency of 1,080 CPM putting the 2X interference at 540

RPM and the 3X resonance at 360 RPM.  Operators were cautioned against prolonged operation at these

speeds. When the modified adaptor was fitted there was a dramatic decrease in vibration and over time a

significant drop in failures.  The experimental testing section has more details on this example.

Three of the examples have shown that systems with torsional resonance problems can be modified in several

ways.  The frequency of the pulsations was altered in example 1 with an impeller design change.  Example 2

showed that changing the coupling stiffness is often the easiest way to shift torsional resonances.  Example 4

used an inertia change to move torsional resonances away from interfering with operation.

Example 3 is a case where the system had to be designed to withstand known torsional excitations and fatigue

cycles.  Ideally, all machine trains should be analyzed before a significant amount of money is invested in a

design.  It is always more expensive to retrofit a system than to have avoided the problem with good design.

The same company that builds the triplex pump train recently introduced a 5-cylinder quintiplex pump for

delivering ever greater quantities of nitrogen.  This time the torsional design was considered from the beginning

and the new engine driven pumps are the smoothest ever seen in that industry.

Unit conversion factors: The table provides common unit conversions for torsional analysis.

Multiply By To Get

Length, Inches 25.4 Millimeters

Polar Moment of Inertia

LB-IN2

1/386.088 LB-IN-SEC2

Polar Moment of Inertia

LB-IN2

2.929 X 10 Kg-M-4 2

Torsional Stiffness

IN-LB/RAD

0.11298 N-M/RAD

Weight, LBm 1/386.088 Mass,   LB-SEC /IN2

Weight, LBm 0.45359 Kilograms

Force, LBf 4.4482 Newtons

Power, HP 745.7 Watts

Stress, PSI 6894.8 N/M    (Pa)2
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